
True Story Of Life Behind The Veil In Saudi
Arabia
In a land known for its rich history and culture, the true story of life behind the veil
in Saudi Arabia remains an enigma to many. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, with
its strict Islamic teachings and traditions, has often been portrayed in a complex
light by the Western media. However, as we delve deeper into the lives of Saudi
women, we come to understand the complexities and nuances that exist within
this beautiful yet highly conservative society.

For centuries, women in Saudi Arabia have been required to wear the abaya, a
loose-fitting black cloak that covers the entire body. This clothing is accompanied
by the niqab, a face covering that leaves only the eyes visible. Many outsiders
view this attire as an oppressive symbol, denying women of their freedom and
individuality. However, for Saudi women, it is a part of their cultural identity and a
representation of their devotion to their faith and tradition.

Behind closed doors, the lives of Saudi women may surprise those unfamiliar with
their reality. Contrary to common misconceptions, Saudi women are highly
educated and actively involved in various fields, including academia, business,
and the arts. Achieving higher education has become a priority for many Saudi
families, and an increasing number of women are pursuing advanced degrees
both within and outside the country.
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Despite the challenges they face, Saudi women have been making notable
progress in recent years. In 2018, the Kingdom lifted the ban on women driving,
allowing them the freedom of mobility and independence they had long been
denied. This historic step forward laid the foundation for other reforms aimed at
empowering women and expanding their opportunities within society.

It is undeniable that the patriarchal structure and strict gender segregation
present in Saudi society pose significant obstacles to progress. However, Saudi
women have been fighting for their rights and challenging societal norms from
within. They are slowly but surely pushing boundaries, creating spaces for
themselves, and finding ways to express their creativity and voices.

The Kingdom's Vision 2030, an ambitious plan aimed at diversifying the country's
economy and reducing its dependence on oil, also includes significant social
reforms. As part of this initiative, Saudi Arabia seeks to empower women by
increasing their participation in the workforce and providing them with equal
opportunities for career growth and development.

The true story of life behind the veil in Saudi Arabia is a testament to the
resilience and determination of Saudi women. Despite the restrictions imposed
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upon them, they continue to strive for a better future for themselves and
generations to come. Their stories are not just tales of oppression but tales of
strength, courage, and hope.

It is important for the world to understand the complexities of life for Saudi women
and to challenge preconceived notions. Through dialogue, education, and mutual
respect, we can bridge the gap between cultures and foster a more inclusive
global society. Saudi Arabia is a land of contrasts, where tradition meets
modernity, and by shedding light on the true story of life behind the veil, we can
contribute to greater understanding and appreciation for the diverse experiences
of women around the world.
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Sultana Al-Sa'ud, a Saudi Arabian Princess, has four mansions on three
continents, her own private jet, glittering jewels, and designer dresses galore. But
in reality, Sultana has no freedom or control over her own life, no value but as a
bearer of sons. Hidden behind her black floor-length veil, she is a prisoner, jailed
by her father, her husband, her sons, and her country. 
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For the sake of her daughters, Sultana has decided to take the risk of speaking
out about the life of women in her country: thirteen-year-old girls forced to marry
men five times their age, young women killed by drowning, stoning, or isolation in
the women's room, a padded, windowless cell where women are confined with
neither light nor conversation until death claims them. In speaking out, Sultana
risks bringing the wrath of the Saudi establishment upon her head. But by telling
her story to Jean Sasson, Sultana allows us to see beyond the veils of this secret
society, to the heart of a nation where sex, money, and power reign supreme.

PRAISE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER PRINCESS:

"Absolutely riveting and profoundly sad..." --People magazine

"A chilling story...a vivid account of an air-conditioned nightmare..." --
Entertainment Weekly

"Must-reading for anyone interested in human rights." --USA Today

"Shocking...candid...sad, sobering, and compassionate..." --San Francisco
Chronicle
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